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Abstract- In multitasking and time sharing operating system the performance of the CPU depends on 
waiting time, response time, turnaround time, context switches from the process mainly depends on the 
scheduling algorithm. Shortest Job First(SJF) is  one of the most widely used scheduling algorithm 
because it give less Average waiting Time compare to other Scheduling algorithm  but this algorithm have 
some disadvantages. Here burst time of processes have to predict (i.e. how much time process will execute 
in CPU) before CPU start execution. But it is quite impossible to predict the Burst time of process before 
process complete execution and if processes did not finish their execution in predicted burst time then in 
which algorithm process will execute? If they execute in FCFS manner Average waiting time may 
increase and there is a possibility to occur starvation. In this paper based on the experiments and 
calculations a new algorithm is introduced. In this algorithm the main idea is if processes remain in ready 
queue after completion of their predicted Burst Time, a new quantum will generate dynamically  and 
each  non completed process will get that amount of time quantum to execute in CPU if any process does 
not completed after execution of that amount of time (Time Quantum) it will go to tail of the ready queue 
and waiting for it’s turn. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Operating System is a platform where user can execute programme in well and efficient manner. It is an 
interface between user and computer hardware. Modern operating system is more complex with the features of 
multiprocessing and multitasking. In this type of operating system more than one process in the job pool or 
ready queue waiting its turn to be assigned to the CPU. Process is allocated to CPU requires requires careful 
awareness that starvation not occur. Scheduling algorithm are mechanism to allocate resources or processes to 
CPU and execute different way to decrease turnaround time, waiting time, response time and number of context 
switches. 

A.   PRELIMINIARIES 

Programme in execution call process represents by Process Control Block(PCB) contain different information of 
process such as process number, process state, register, list of open files, CPU scheduling information. When 
process enters into the main memory is kept in the Ready Queue. The processes which are waiting for I/O 
request are kept in Device Queue. The Long term scheduler or job scheduler select process from job pool and 
load them into main memory for execution. Short term scheduler or CPU scheduler select from among the 
processes that are ready to execute and allocates the CPU to one of them. Medium term scheduler is used in time 
sharing system. 

B. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

The Proposed algorithm is designed to meet all scheduling criteria such as maximum CPU utilization, maximum 
throughput, minimum turnaround time, minimum waiting time, context switches. Now what is arrival time, Burs 
Time, Waiting Time, Turnaround Time, Response Time, and Throughput?  

Arrival Time: Arrival time is the time at which process arrive at main memory. 

Burst Time: Burst time is the time for which process holds the CPU. 

Waiting Time: Waiting time is amount of time process waiting in ready queue. 
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Turnaround Time: Turnaround time means time of arrival minus time of completion.  

Response Time: Response time means time of arrival minus first response by CPU. 

Throughput: Number of process completed per unit time 

C. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM  

There exists different CPU scheduling algorithm like FCFS (First Cum First Serve), Priority Scheduling, SJF 
(Shortest Job First), Round Robin (RR) scheduling with some advantages and disadvantages. FCFS is simplest 
scheduling algorithm where processes are allocated to CPU according to their arrival time. Its average waiting 
time quite long so it is not suitable for real time application. In priority Scheduling process is allocated to CPU 
according to their priority but here is a problem that high priority process may not allow low priority to access 
CPU which may cause starvation and solution to this problem is aging. Round Robin scheduling algorithm is 
simple and most widely used algorithm especially for time-sharing system. All process are kept in circular 
queue and CPU scheduler goes around the queue allocating the CPU to each process small unit of time call time 
slices or time quantum. New arriving processes are placed in tail of the queue. The Scheduler picks up first 
process of the queue to and sets a timer to interrupt after one time quantum and dispatches the process. If the 
process still running after completion of one Time Quantum the CPU pre-empted and place the process at tail of 
the queue and second process of the queue allocate to CPU with one time quantum and so on If the time 
quantum is too small then large number of context switching may occur and if time quantum is too large then 
response time will increase causes degrade the performance of CPU 

D. WHAT IS SJF? 

This algorithm associates with each process the length of the process's next CPU burst. When the CPU is 
available, it is assigned to the process that has the smallest next CPU burst. If the next CPU bursts of two 
processes are the same, FCFS scheduling is used. In this Shortest-Job-First (SJF) scheduling algorithm   waiting 
job (or process) with the smallest estimated run-time-to-completion is run next. In other words, when CPU is 
available, it is assigned to the process that has smallest next CPU burst. The SJF scheduling is especially 
appropriate for batch jobs for which the run times are known in advance. Since the SJF scheduling algorithm 
gives the minimum average time for a given set of processes, it is probably optimal. The SJF algorithm favours 
short jobs (or processors) at the expense of longer ones. The obvious problem with SJF scheme is that it requires 
precise knowledge of how long a job or process will run, and this information is not usually available. The best 
SJF algorithm can do is to rely on user estimates of run times. 

II.PROPOSED APPROACH 

So from above study we know that SJF algorithm require precise knowledge of how long process will execute in 
CPU but this is quite impossible to know the exact execution time of process before CPU start execution. It may 
happen that process remain in the Ready Queue (RQ) after completion of predicted burst time of processes that 
in which way they will execute? If they run in FCFS manner then average waiting time, Average Turnaround 
time may increase and there is a possibility of starvation. Here we design an algorithm that starvation will not 
occur & waiting and Turnaround time remain in control. 
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A. FLOW CHART OF THE ALGORITHM 
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FIG 1: Flow chart of proposed DTQSJF algorithm 

B.  PROPOSED ALGORITHM  

 //RQ is an integer variable count size of Ready Queue  

 //TQ is time quantum calculate total  

              //Sizeof(RQ) is a function calculate number of process still remain in Ready Queue 

BEGIN 

Apply SJF algorithm on all processes & 
after completion of predicted BTs if 

RQ!=NULL 

Set CST=0 

Add predicted Burst Time of all incomplete 
processes and store the result in T  

Set TQ=T/Sizeof(RQ) 

CST‐‐ 
Critical _Section (Process) 

CST!=0 

Set CST=TQ 

CALCULATE ATT, AWT, CS

Set T=0 
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Apply SJF Scheduling Algorithm to all the processes on the basis of predicted Burst Time. 

//N is the number of processes 

//i is loop variable 

//BT is the Burst Time of the process 

While (RQ! =NULL) //i.e. all process not completed in SJF algorithm 

//RQ is the ready queue of the process 

//T is integer type variable store predicted Burst time of all process not completed if SJF 

//CST is integer type variable count amount of time process remain in Critical Section 

Do 

//initialize variable T & CST to 0  

T=0; 

CST=0; 

// add predicted Burst time of all process not completed if SJF store in T 

// PRD_BURST_TIMEi means predicted Burst Time of ith process  

For i= 1 to sizeof(ReadyQueue) 

do 

T=T+PRD_BURST_TIMEi; 

done 

//Calculate average of T and store in TQ 

//Copy TQ into variable CST 

TQ=T/Sizeof(RQ) 

CST=T; 

//decease CST first 

//process enter into Critical Section to execute 

//start do while 

do 

CST=CST-1; 

CRITICAL SECTION (Pi) 

While (CST! =0) 

//end do while 

Calculate ATT, AWT, CS 

//ATT is Average Turnaround Time 

//AWT is Average Waiting Time 

//CS is number of Context Switch 

End 

IV Acknowledgment 

So it is conclude that if any process does not finish it’s execution in predicted execution by Shortest Job First 
(SJF) scheduling then there will be an ambiguity of how the remaining uncompleted process will finish but in 
the proposed approach (DTQSJF) processes will first by SJF algorithm depending on predicted burst time then 
if the prediction is not correct i.e. actual burst time is more than the predicted then a new time quantum will 
generate depending on predicted burst time and remaining processes will finish it’s execution on the basis of 
that Time Quantum which turn decrees the possibility of occur starvation. 
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